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Overview 
Foreign Military Sales, in the past, has been associated 
with program cost savings and cost avoidance. In an 
effort to support DASA (DEC), this project describes 
current cost savings and cost avoidance trends in Army 
foreign military sales using a comparative high-low case 
study approach. Two specific cases are selected based on a 
determination of relative high demand volume and low 
demand volume in major weapons categories. The cases 
are analyzed on an internal basis to determine cost 
savings, cost avoidance, and public value. Then compared 
in order to determine any advantages or trends in cost 
savings, cost avoidance and public value.  

 

Public Value Conceptual Framework: relating FMS case Net Effects to Public Value 

Economic Value of Army Foreign 
Military Sales 

Methods 
Initially, we analyzed 378 Defense Security Cooperation Agency 
(DSCA) news releases addressed to Congress, issued from 2008 
until 2015, to identify trends at the DOD level. Our second level of 
analysis focused only on the Army FMS program.  In total, from 
2008 to May 2015, the DSCA notified Congress of $150.7 trillion 
worth of expected Army-related FMS. The largest weapon 
category across this period was Manned Aircraft at $68.8 trillion; 
conversely, the smallest was Unmanned Aircraft at $218 million. 
Based on an analysis of DSCA’s archival information, we selected 
the Army’s AH-64 Apache Helicopter to represent the high case 
and the Army’s RQ-7B TUAS Shadow to represent the low case for 
this comparative case study. 

 

 
Conclusions 
• Army procurement spending nearly matched by 

Army Foreign Military Sales 

• Three categories of cost savings and cost 
avoidance: Economies of scale, Sustainment, 
International Cooperative Partnerships 

• Value from Foreign Military Sales is not fully 
captured due to the lack of a synchronized 
business strategy 

 

Research Questions 
• Identify the DOD and Army Foreign Military Sales 

demand trends 

• Define cost savings and cost avoidance  

• Create a framework from which to analyze the impacts 
of FMS 

• Analyze the barriers to leveraging Foreign Military Sales 
to generate cost savings and cost avoidances. 

 Sources of Cost Savings and Cost Avoidance 
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